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£ 5.5D).

IF THE STATE did not exist, would 
it be necessary to invent it? If so, 
what kind of State would it be ?

In answer to the individualist anarch
ist who repudiates the state because of 
its violation of the rights of the individ
ual, Harvard's philosophy professor, 
Robert Nozick, argues that a minimal 
state is morally legitimate and neces
sary but that anything more than a min
imal state cannot be justified, and that 
all present states are immoral because 
they infringe individual rights.

Professor Nozick's position is one of 
a truly Anglo-Saxon laissez faire lib
ertarianism, which assumes that natu
ral rights exist but which finds social
ism as it is being practised both repug
nant and punitive. However, the wide
spread notion that he has put forward a 
cogent argument against the anarchist 
is quite wrong and simply irrelevant, 
given that most anarchists do not bel
ieve a Lockean state of nature to be the 
only morally justifiable situation. In 
fact Nozick is not interested in examin
ing the formulae put forward by the ser
ious mainstream of the anarchist move
ment. He uses the stateless state-of- 
nature thory attributed to anarchism  
simply to demonstrate that by a natural 
evolutionary process (the Invisible Hand 
of classic liberal theory) theneed for 
protection against injustice would lead 
to the rise of protective agencies (one 
is tempted to imagine Mafia-type 
"cosshe") that would protect their c li
ents against the clients of other agen
cies. From these - frequently conflic
ting - agencies would emerge a domin
ating agency or ultraminimal state 
whose moral obligation to protect the 
individual would lead, in turn, to the 
formation of a minimal state or state- 
like entity. This, however, would be 
"limited to the narrow functions of pro
tection against force, theft, fraud, en
forcement of controls” . While it waild  
and could not receive cooperation from  
unwilling individuals, could not impose 
edicts, taxes or w ars, it would have 
the moral obligation to prevent or com
pensate for the violation of the individ
ual's rights, including those of depend
ents who chose not to pay or were un
able to pay an agency for protection!

*
Nozick's spirit and method are der

ived from Locke but his discussion is 
far more complex and sophisticated.

* He is also obviously enjoying himself 
and a streak of irony runs through the 
book. But parts of it are extremely 
arbitrary. A multitude of moral issues

are raised but left unanswered, while 
the bland supposition that capitalism 
does not necessarily perpetuate an un
just system of distribution ignores all 
its most glaring and unjustifiable inequ
alities. In fact, the most unsatisfact
ory sections are precisely those where 
Nozick argues against egalitarian en
titlement theories (like Rawls' or Ber
nard William’8) according to which nat
ural liberty does not take into account 
inequalities of social background, prior 
distinctions of wealth, etc. , and that
the more well-off can only be justified 
where they contribute to the well-being 
of the less well-off. For Nozick strict 
egalitarianism would have the effect of 
blocking individual choice, free well and 
responsibility for one’s own actions and 
suppress natural talent (and "Why must 
differences between people be justified?'*), 
but while this is a serious point Nozick 
makes no attempt to find a valid remedy 
for the obvious failings and abuses of 
capitalism but relies on a vague theory 
of distributive justice that, too vulner
ably in this age of fierce competition and 
scarcity of resources, depends on a 
"proper generation of holdings11 rectify
ing injustices where they exist.

The final position of the book, which 
proposes a libertarian model for Utopia, 
is more stimulating. At a time of inc
reasing fear -  at least in this country - 
about the approach of a fascist corporate 
state or potentially totalitarian symbio
sis of government, industry and unions, 
Nozick's suggestion of a free society 
working by voluntary action, in which 
many differently organised and autono
mous communities could put their notions 
into practice, is attractive and logical.
(It would also solve the problem of forc -̂- 
ing people to belong to a community they • 
did not like l) In this libertarian and em
pirical framework no community would 
itself have to be laissez faire since "it 

• could turn out that though they are per- 
. mitted, there are no actually practising 

'capitalist1 institutions".

Nozick's premise is based on the con- 
. viction that a stable association, or com

munity, must contain a "diversity of ex
cellences and talents" but that "no one 
should attempt to decide a utopia unless 
he's recently read, for example, the 
works of Shakespeare, Tolstoy, Jane 
Austen, Rabelais and Dostoevski, to re 
mind himself of how different people a re "  
Thus "Visionaries and crackpots, mani
acs and saints, monks and libertines, 
capitalists and communists and particip
atory democrats, proponents of phalanx
es (Fourier), palaces of labor (Flora 
Tristan), villages of unity and coopera
tion (Owen), mutualist communities 
(Proudhon), time stores (Josiah Warren), 
Bruderhof. Kibbutzim. Kundalini yoga

ashrams and so forth, may all have their 
try at building their visions and setting 
an alluring example."

Nozick surmises there would he three 
broad types of association, the imperial
istic, the missionary and the existential 
(which does not terribly mind if it is not 
universal). Conflict could be resolved, 
if not peaceably, lthrough the adjudication 
of the minimal state. But in any case the 
problem now becomes one of federation 
and decentralisation in general and is 
left there.

The faults and difficulties of this book 
are many and phrases like "protective 
agency" and "minimal state" are ambigu
ous and can be misleading. (If, for in
stance, an anarchist were to replace the 
unashamedly competitive and specialised 
protective agency with a directly demo
cratic community council or anarcho- 
syndicate with their different, more pro
foundly social and complex functions the 
Invisible Hand growth of the minimal 
state, with all its problems in keeping 
minimal, might not aeem so inevit
able, even if some form of central
ised body were still to exist for pur
poses, say, of technical coordination).

Nevertheless, once one sees the ir -  
relevancies of the argument against 
the anarchist's supposed state-of- 
nature ideal, this complicated and 
subtle philosophical attack on all dom
inant ideologies, with its belief that a 
better and freer organisation "itself 
tends to make people better and more 
ideal", is both amusing (if one has the 
time to unravel its intricacies) and 
worthy of serious consideration - if 
not acceptance - by anyone preoccup
ied with the question of freedom and 
concerned to loosen the pernicious 
hold of government and state on our 
society.

G. F.
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archist ideology or tlio so-cnlled 'Lo ft 
Communism' tho enemies of socialism  
sock to have ono soctor of the workers 
oppose the others, to pit tho nntl-imp-

-perty of tho producers and labor coun
cils and must bo run by tho unions (5) 
Unlimited individual freedom, negation *WHO

PRDHTS?
OUR EXCELLENT American contemp
orary, The Match 1, features a depart
ment called 'Anarchist Anti-Defamation 
League' which is 'dedicated to protest
ing /against_7 slurs -  (ignorant or oth
erwise) on Anarchism'. Freedom has 
been contemplating starting such a de
partment but there is so much ignorant 
usage of the words "anarchy" and "an
archism" that we should have been 
swamped with material, and as for mal
icious or semi-informed interpretations 
of "anarchism" these are scarce and 
we should welcome such material.

In a perverse way one can take such 
slurs as a compliment or as a testim
ony that anarchism as a philosophy is 
making some impact. Therefore it 
was not surprising to find that readers 
of The Match 1 had discovered from
Granma, the official organ of the Cen
tral Committee of the Communist Party 
of Cuba (Feb. 2, jl975) an attack on 
anarchism, entitled "Who Profits from 
a 'revival' of anarchism?" It so hap
pens that Granma is one of the many 
(mainly unreadable) publications from 
Communist countries such as North 
Korea, East Germany, Yugoslavia and 
Cuba which, unsolicited, litter the edi
torial desk and one was able to salvage 
this copy from the files. Comfort 
could be taken from the fact that a cor
responding article on the same page is 
entitled "Who Profits from the 'criti
cal theory' of Herbert Marcuse?'

erinlist proletarian sectors against 
the working class in general, young 
people against adults, and workers 
who are not members of the Commun
ist Party against those who are. And 
they even claim that 'you can be a revo
lutionary and still have anti-communist 
positions'. " (No source given. )

There is nothing fresh in these accus
ations. The article is in short an app
eal not to rock the boat. To bolster up 
these accusations, as was inevitable, 
the author quotes from Lanin's Left- 
Wing Communism : an Infantile Disord- 
er (1920). He wisely ignores The State 
and Revolution (i9 i7 ).

There are wild passages on ̂ Imperial
ist agents infiltrated in the ranks of the 
workers movement are used to promote 
anarchist and anarcho-syndicalist 
trends. In order to accomplish these 
objectives the imperialists frequently 
use politically and idoelogically back
ward elements which they bribe £ see 
Press Fund7 and which the bourgeois 
press presents as 'genuine defenders of 
the proletariat'." /see  Daily Telegraph? 
There is a further Leninist quote: “The 
anarchists have an inverted bourgeois 
concept of the world. They J_ sic _/are  
individualist theories and their individu
alist ideal is absolutely contrary to so 
cialism. "

Then: "Anarchist ideology -  histori
cally defeated by Marxism-Leninism -  
is based on the following principles 
( l )  Negation of the gtate (2) Negation of 
the Party of the working class and the 
dictatorship of the proletariat (3) Repla
cing the State by trade unions (4) The iiv 
struments of production must be the pro

; of nil forms of authority (6) No subord
ination of the Individual to tho collective 
no discipline in the social, productive or 
service sectors (7) Sil>JcctivLsim and 
voluntarism, as tho basis for the anar
chist philosophical concept of tho world.' 
(These principles, or tho final one - the 
article is unclear -  aro attributed to A. 
Kosichev in Marxism and Anarchism. )

In a well-known Marxist tactic of 
'guilt by association' or 'amalgamism', 
the author, Tony Fernandez, links 
Proudhon with Kautsky, Hilferding and 
Bernstein "who seek to negate the revo
lutionary processes, the class-struggle, 
the dictatorship of the proletariat and 
the emancipation of the working class 
and all oppressed peoples everywhere." 
This clichd-ridden formula rounds off 
the attack.

It would take too long and be superog- 
atory to answer all this farrago of half- 
truths and lies. It is obviously impos
sible, even if it were desirable from 
their point of view, for official Commu
nists -  of any state -  to understand the 
pluralist nature of anarchism with its 
anarcho-communist, anarcho-syndical
ist and individualist strands. The ready 
substitution of 'trade unions' for syndi
cates' (a mistranslation?); the raising 

. of the old bogey 'unlimited individual 
! freedom' ; the ignoring of 'Erotkin's'
1 concept of mutual aid, co-operation, 

responsibility and self-discipline are
• points which come readily to mind.

%

It is more interesting to examine 
briefly the source from which such

• criticism comes - -  Cuba. It was poin-
• ted out at the time that after Castro's 

achievement of power -  with the aid of
continued on Page 3

LITTLE LIBERTY
L E S S  E Q U A L I T Y  *  NO  F R A T E R N I T Y

The article attacking anarchism 
starts out with the usual Communist 
premise that the world is lining up in
to two camps with a shift in the balance 
of power “in favour of socialism. This 
has led (says Granma) a group of bour
geois ideologists and sociologists, re 
formists and revisionists at the serv
ice of imperialism and 'the theorist of 
the so-called fourth international' such 
as --and the paper inaccurately names 
Garcia Pradas, Herbert Read, Alex 
Comfort, A. Lefebvre and Daniel and 
Gabriel Cohn-Bendjt/__'of Germany' is 
gratuitously added_/ - - t o  revive and 
publicise the anarchist ideology of 
Proudhon, Bakunin [_and nere comes 
the aosolutely Freudian oa deliberate 
misprint/ and 'Erotkin'. One cannot, 
living in a glass house, blame a com
positor in a foreign language for mis
prints, but this is obviously (as Match 
notes) to suppress even the correct 
name and carries overtones of the Pur 
-itanism which is the prevailing tone 
of most 'Communist' countries.

The author revives the attack by 
M arx and Engels on the vulnerable 
Proudhon, but wisely does not go into 
the more salutary conflict between 
Marx and Bakunin with its clear le s 
sons for today on the dangers of the 
centralised state.

The article goes on "By reviving an-

IN FREEDOM of 1st March we gave a brief 
account of the French Minister of the Interior, 
Michel Poniatowski's latest declaration on 
greater powers for the police. Or.e of the ways 
in which these powers have taken concrete 
form is in the appearance on French boule
vards of the by now notorious "anti-gang" 
brigade which last week broke into a Paris bar 
and beat up a group of Algerians, one of whom, 
a lawyer, was severely ? njured. The affair has 
excited a lot of protest, though hardly a mur
mur from official quarters. Prince Poniatowski's 
answer has been to state that the antigang's 
powers must be increased still further, but he 
has given assurances that its personnel will be 
"improved'1 and has reminded them not to be 
racist!

Three Tahitians have also been the victimsof • 
French justice and racialism, as two lawyers 
reminded readers of Le Monde the other week.
In 1972 these Tahitians, with four of their 
friends, made a symbolic protest against the 
nuclear tests at Muratoa (rather too close for 
comfort) by stealing 19 cases of unusable mun
itions, and thereby pouring ridicule on the so- 
called invulnerability of the French army. They 
were arrested and sentenced to five years' im
prisonment, 22,000 francs fine, and ten yean

ex ile ! 1
The lawyers protest that a sentence of such 

severity has never been passed in France itself, 
and certainly not for a symbolic act. Apartfrom 
this they were judged without a lawyer to 
defend them.

In June 1972 they managed to escape from 
their bamboo prison with the complicity of the 
Tahitian people. But they were quickly recap
tured and sent to prison in France where "ill 
and shivering" say the lawyers, "they managed 
at last to contact us." But despite general sur
prise at the harshness of the sentence, the Tah
itians were transferred from the prison of Fres- 
nes to Les Baumettes, and it was decided that 
they must serve their punishment to the bitter 
end. In fact, not only were they not granted 
an amnesty when the new President was elect
ed - which is the custom -  but six months ext
ra were added on to their sentence I

"Are we going to let them rot in their ce ll?"  
the lawyers ask, "these three men wounded 
through love of their land, ravaged by the mor
al and economic fallout of the bomb; these men 
devoted to the freedom of their people and to 
whom France has found no other answer but 
prison and banishment?" G . F .
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IT HAS long been held that popular culture is 
tf>e summation of human desires; that the vox 
pop is indeed the vo ice  of the popular gods. On 
another level/ so much popular culture is mass 
produced orgJ packaged by teams of w idely ass
orted experts that the co llectiv e  result is the 
product of the co llectiv e  unconscious of the 
producing group. Such is the varian t nature of 
the compounded work and the role played by 
chance that the popular leftist myth of deliber
ately created consciously contrived opiates for 

, the masses is impossible of fulfilm ent.
1 But seeing what they111 unbribed do. . . '  it 

isn't really  necessary. The bulk of pop culture 
is artistica lly  neglig ible r morally and eth ically  
reprehensible; so cia lly  harmful or at best neut
ra l; p o litica lly  unconscious; comm ercially suc- 

. cessfui; skilful in craftsmanship and technique 
and widely accep tab le .

Such is the fostered consumer-demand of the 
; twenty-four day/ seven days a week insatiable 

demand of the media of television, newspapers, 
periodicals, records and cassettes (not to men
tion the minor channels of cinem a, theatre and 
books) that the demand is in danger of outstrip- 

• ping supply. G iv e n  the cap ita listic competit
ive set-up of the media the constant aim of the 
producers is a block-buster, a best-seller or 
top-rating which w ill com er the market for an 
appreciable length of time and dominate chan
nels of communication ,  a t the same time per
petuating itself by its feedback of the book of 
the film of the p lay of the TV se ria l.

This has created what is known as a 'property' 
and the key production is tied in to a ll sorts of 
products (not confined ho the media) which 
publicize and cash in on the current vogues.
For example T-shirts, children's games, con
fectionary (there is a 'Ko jack' lo llipop). In 
doing this exploitation (their term) the public- 

. ists often remove the concept far away from c, 
any intellectual or artistic roots or qualities 

- which the original property may have had.
Two television examples that spring to mind 

are the deplorable M .A .S .H .  series based on 
the excellent film M .A .S .H .  and a series 
based on 'Paper Moon*. A  different and more 
widely exploited case (or cult) is Kung-Fu 
with wide repercussions -  even including an 
:English-based Maoist claim that Kung-Fu is a 
proletarian form of fighting I

A further example, worthy of more detailed  
examination, is the 'Planet of the Apes' series. 
At least two of the original films were scripted 
by Paul Dehn from the novel (or novels) of 
Pierre Boulle : 1963 ’Planet of the Apes',
1970 'Beneath the Planet of the Apes', 1971 
'Escape from the Planet of the Apes', 1972 
'Conquest of the Planet of the Apes', 1973 
'Battle of the Planet of the Apes', followed 
by a TV series w hich , true to pattern, has de
teriorated. Inevitably they have produced 
their quota of games, T-shirts, a comic book, 
e tc . ,  which have exploited the 'Ape' market 
for all its worth.

• -  • • -
An interview with Mark Lenard (Jrko of 

CBS-TV 'Planet of the Apes' series^ appeared 
in the March 22nd 'Planet' com ic. To the 
interviewer's comment that the 'Planet' was 
one of the most popular magazines they'd ever 
published, they averaged (sic) three to four 
hundred letters a w eek, Lenard replied with 
disarming candour; "| am sure there are a 
lot of things. . .w e l l ,  you know, they do have 
a tremendous potential-merchandising. They

APES
* • — • • 

expect that to bo enormous." Interviewer:
"I know. It's hard to say whether this is like  
the Kung Fu thing, which seem to last o year 
and then oeter out. or whether 'Aoes' w ill, 
la st."  Lenard: "W ell, I think if w ill depend 
on the series continuing. It w ill not be the 

. same without the series. In the series 'Here 
Comes the Bride' there was somebody on it - 

, a singer, Bobby Sherman - who had been pop
ular before and then faded, but because of the 

• series he became tremendously popular again 
for quite a w hile . I know that he wasn't mak
ing too much on the series, but It didn't make 
any difference; it was the thing that brought 
him the huge exposure that made him a . . .

. star.' *  *  *
The 'Apes' series is basically science fiction  

fantasy. The gimmick is a planet entirely 
colonized by 'apes' ( i .e .  chimpanzees and 
gorillas), the roles played by actors in superb 
'ape* make-up which merges with their natu
ral features and enables them a variety of 
near-human expression which is not usually 
attained by actors protraying animals.

The Dehn scripts ('Beneath* and 'Conquest') 
bear the imprint of their author, who was a 
known supporter of C N D  and wrote several 
impressive anti-bomb verses and the script of 
'Ten Days to Noon'. It is not surprising that 
'Beneath.. . '  is severely critical of the folly 

• of humans who have practically wiped them
selves out by use of the atomic bomb. A few 
survivors hove elevated the cobalt-bomb 
(which they possess) into a religious symbol, 
almost a god, and they are prepared to use it 
to wipe out the Apes who are invading through 
the 'forbidden zone'. The 'Apes' themselves 
are deeply divided into the warlike gorillas 
and the protesting, demonstrating, peace-lov
ing chimpanzees. The social satire of warring 
mankind, the almost blasphemous cononizafion

. libertarian guerillas -  he set about 
getting rid of the libertarians, many of 
whom were imprisoned and others ex
iled. Castro, moved towards Commun
ist ideas with the help of Communists 
who had worked under Batista, the for
mer dictator.

Under Cfastro, Cuba has moved along 
a fam iliar Communist path, financial 
dependence on the ooviet Union; encou
ragement of the worth-ethic and concen 
-tration on the sugar cash-crop; 
growth of puritanism, suppression of 
'hippies' and persecution of homosexu
als and a decline in civil liberties.
This is no new discovery for anarchists. 
The London anarchists demonstrated at 
the Cuban Embassy against the regime- * 
nearly ten years ago. The same pro
cess as in Cuba took place in Soviet 
Russia, in Spain during the Civil W ar, * 
in China, and w ill doubtless take place 
in 'liberated1* Vietnam.

Wherever the Communists seize 
power and erect a State the 'bourgeois 
concept« (as they call it) of freedom  
is the first thing to go. It is undoubt
edly the case that much social hard
ship is eliminated, health and educa
tion improved, in the 'Communist* 
states but any totalitarian state (or 
even social-democratic states with

(If the word may be permitted) of the cobalt- 
bomb and the final (but not quite) pessimistic 
end oil show the committal and concern of at 
least one of the original authors.

The 1972 'Conquest' is based on the idea of 
slavery. The 'Apes' hove been enslaved and 
trained to work for humans. A  descendant of 
the original planet-apes (intelligent and 
speaking) leads a successful (? )  revolt against 
the humans; he is counselled to moderation 
and mercy by (symbolic, this) a negro. Under
neath it again, runs a vein of social comment 
and humanitarian feeling, but one guesses 
that the violent scenes of insurrection are 
dwelt upon for their own sake and are prob
ably symptomatic of o decay in the original, 
almost Swiftian idea of a world inhabited by 
apes who, rightly, despise mankind.

Probably, judging from evidence in the 
comic, the TV series has suffered the same de
grading fate. Strangely enough in the current 
(March 22) number of the Comic although 
there are scenes of the usual violence between 
man and ape (gorilla) it ends with a reconcili
ation between man and ape, having failed to 
connect punches. However, with the cartoon 
-ist's "Whokt I" of a stone hitting the ape's 
head and sundry "smukshV they are k illed  in 
a stone-battle between mutants (ape-men) and 
apes, with the sententious caption: "The for
bidden zone; a dreadful place shunned by the 
living ever since a ll life was burned from its 
face in a hellish instant of searing w a r ., .a  

. place now inim ically populated a g a in ...p e r
manently by w a r .. .permanently by indigen
ous residents spawned and mutated in that 

. hellish instant to perpetuate the battleground 
- of war. C ircles they repeat themselves. 

C irc le s . . . they stin k ."
As long as the media are in the hands of 

those whose sole criteria of value are ratings, 
profit, "potential merchandizing", so long 
w ill wc have the debasing of artistic, moral, 
eth ical, social and political standards, and 
the absolute negation of a ll of any value that 
the artist has conceived. # p

parliamentary majorities) can bring in 
such improvements yet the p ow er-re l
ationships are not changed.

0

Indeed, by virtue of the extent of the 
'Communist1 state's powers such power 
tends to corrupt. It is significant that 
among the late unlamented Josef Stal
in’s works is a criticism  of anarchism. 
It is not listed in Tony Fernandez's 
bibliography.

Jack Robinson.

'A GREAT number of the inhabitants of 
the cities w ill have to become agricu l
turists. Not in the same manner as 
the present peasants, who wear them
selves out ploughing for a wage that 
barely provides them with sufficient 
food for the year, but by following the 
principles of intensive agriculture of 
the market gardeners, applied on a 
large scale by means of the best mach
inery that man has invented or can in
vent. ..  They w ill organize cultivation 
on better principles and not in the fut
ure but at once, during the revolution
ary struggles, for fear of being w orst
ed by the enemy.

— Peter Kropotkin

WHO PROFITS ? (continued from P. 2)



NESTOR M-VKHNO, the anarchist partisan leader, was among ths 
most colourful and heroic figures of the Russian Revolution and C iv il 
War. HU movement in the Ukra?ne represents ono of tho few occasions 
in history where anarchists controlled a largo territory for an extended 
period of time. For more than a year he was a greater power on the 
steppe than either Trotsky or Denikin♦ A horn military leader, ho 
fought simultaneously on several fronts, opposing Whites as well as Reds, 
Austrian invaders as well as Ukrainian nationalists, not to speak of count 
-less bonds of irregulars who crossed and recrossed the steppe in search 
of plunder and booty. According to Victor Serge, he was a "strategist 
of unsurpassed ab ility" whose peasant army possessed a "truly epic capa
city for organization and oattle". Emma Goldman called him "the 
most picturesque and vital figure brought to the fore by the Revolution 
in the South".

For a ll his importance, however, Mckhno has been seriously neglected 
by historians. Existing accounts of his movement, with very Few excep
tions, consist of mixtures of fact and Fiction, of hostile, sometimes v ic i
ous polemics, sensationalist journalism, or uncritical, romanticized 
portraits verging on hagiography. Perhaps it is inevitable that a glamo
rous ond controversial figure of Makhno's stamp should lend himself to 
such treatment. Yet is is nonetheless deplorable. Professional scholars, 
moreover, have tended to rely on the early histories of Voline and 
Arshinov For their information, rather than examining the original 
sources. (This is true even for the most elementary data, so that Do/id 
Footman, George Woodcock, and James Jo ll, repeating Voline rs error, 
all give the year of Makhno's death as 1935 rather than 1934.)

It is true that the journals and manifestos of the Makhno movement are 
hard to come by, having been in great part lost or destroyed in the fur- 
mo?l of the C iv il W ar. It is true also that the relevant documents in 
Soviet archives remora closed ro Western specialists. N or, to my know
ledge, have the archives of Voline (held ay his sons in Paris) been mads 
available to the scholar, though they are bound to include important 
materials. Y e t , for a ll these limitations, the sources are nevertheless 
considerable and remcra to be thoroughly tapped.

What do they include? To begin w ith, wo have Makhno's personal 
memoirs through December 1918, published in a 4hree-volume Russian 
edition in Paris between 1929 and 1937, the last two volumes ed’ted 
with valuable prefaces and notes by V o line . Volume O re  was trans
lated into French (Paris, 1929; reprinted in 1970) and also Italian 
(Ragusa, 1972); and a c rench translation of the remainder is now in pre
paration. In add’tion, eleven Mckhnovist proclamations were preserved 
by Ugo Fedel?/ a well-known Italian anarchist who obtained them in 
the 1920's during visits to Moscow, Berlin, and Paris, where he became 
personally acquainted with Mckhno. These proclamations wore publish- 
ed in the original Russian in the International Review of Socia1 History 
in 1968 and ore included In the new "fengTTsh edition oF"ArsRinov discuss
ed below. (Fedeli, incidentally, was himself the author of a short but 
useful study of the Makhno movement, Polio insurrezione del co.ntadrni 
in Ucraraq a lia  -ivo'ta d' Cro.nstadt, published ‘n Milan TrTT953f:-----

Further archival materials, which will be mentioned agaTn later, a-e 
to be found in the Tcherikowor Collection of Y IV O  (the Jewish Scien
tific Institute) in New York C ity , Moreover, Soviet histories and doc
umentary collections, while invariably hostile and of limited worth, 
contain some useful information, as do -ecent articles on Mckhno in So
viet academic journals, such as "The Makhno Mo/ement and Its Down
fall"  by $ . N . $emanova, which appeared in Voprosy istorii (Problems 
of History) in 1966. Beyond all this, add i t Iona I doc ume n ts and photo
graphs no doubt rema: n in the hands of Mckhnols surviving comrades in 
France and other Western countries. Furthermore, Michael Palij, a 
Ukra:nian imnrgrant who is now a librarian in an American university, 
has produced an unpublished doctoral thesis on "The Partisan Movement 
of the Anarchist Nestor Makhno, 1918-1921" (University of Kansas,
1971), and another thesis has been In preparation for several years at 
the London School of Economics by Michael Malet, who published a 
bibliographical essoy on Makhno in Nu Tiber 21 of the C . I .R .A .  BuMettn 
(Autumn 1970).

It is from such materials as these that the story of the Makhno roovemoV 
w ill eventually be reconstructed, as well as from the scattered files of 
Mckhnovist newspapers in Western libraries, interviews with surviving 
participants in the Insurgent Army and with people who knew Makhno In 
e x ile , the eye witness histories of Arshinov and Voline, and the secondary 
accounts of the Mokhnovshchina by David Footman, Max Nomad, and 
others.

Until now, however, there has been no careful and up-to-date study 
of Makhno based on the whole range of available sources. As a result, 
a number of nagging questions persist. Was Mc.khno a military dictator, 
as his enemies maratara ?  A  "bandit and counter-revolutionary", as the 
Soviets describe him ?  A "primitive rebel", in Eric Bobsbawm's phrase ?  
Was he an incurable drunkard ?  An anti-intellectual ?  An anti-Sem ite? 
A pogromist ?  How critical were his military efforts in saving the Revo
lution from the Whites ?  Did his unsophisticated equipment and tactics

doom him to defeat before a centralized professional ormy ?  How sue - 
cessful w ere his attempts to establish local self-management in tho v ill
ages and towns of tho Ukraine ?  What do wo really know about him ?
How much is myth and fantasy, and how much is In c o n tro v e rt ib le  fact ?

§
So far none of the books about Mcklino provide wholly satisfying ans

wers. Tho work that comes closest to doing so, Peter Arshinov's History 
of the Mckhnovist Movement, was the first (and for a long time the only) 
full-length chronicle in any” language. It has been the starting point for 
all other accounts. Later writers, including Nomad and Footman, have 
added little of substance to who* Arshinov told us more than fifty years 
ago, and his book remains the best genera! history of the subject. How 
surprising, then, that we have had to wait so long for an English transla
tion ,

Arshinov was on intimate terms with Mckhno long before the latter 
launched his movement in the Ukrorae. They had been fellow inmates 
in the Butyrki prison in Moscow, after being convicted of separate terror
ist acts in the afterma4h of the 1905 Revolution. W hile in ja : l ,  it was 
Arshinov who taught Mckhoo tho elements of onarchrst theory. After
wards he became the head of the Cultural-Educational Section of 
Mckhno's Insurgent Army and ed’tor of its newspaper, Put1 k svobode 
(The Road to Freedom) . As a result, he was thoroughly fam iliar with 
the documents of the movement, many of which were subsequently lost.

Between battles Arshinov worked on his manuscript, which was dest
royed four times, twice a4, the front and twice during searches. Each 
time it had to bo rewritten from scra4ch, and it was finally  completed In 
June 1921, a yea- before Arshinov's deportation by the Bolsheviks. Th«» 
original Russian edition was published in Berlin in 1923 by the Group of 
Russian Anarchists in Germany with a valuable preface by V o line , who 
also translated the book into German, in which it was published the 
same year. (It has also appeared in French, Italian and Spanish.) 
Voline's thoughtful preface (included in tho now English edition) presents 
an interesting biographical sketch of Arshinov a> well as a cogent overall 
analysis of the Mokhnoyshchina.

Arshinov's book, as Voline points out, was written by a committed an
archist who was personally involved in the events that he recounts. Yet 
its interest reaches beyond the history of a single political group, for it 
throws considerable light on the Revolution and C iv il War and the emerg
ence of the Soviet dictatorship. The present English translation, by 
Lorraine and Fredy Perlman, is workmanlike if a trifle dry and lite ra l. It 
is followed by a new appendix consisting of the eleven Mukhno proclama
tions from the Ugo Fedeli Co llection , translated from the Russian by A.nn 
A llen . (The appendix to the Russian edition, a protest against Makhno’s 
dstention in Poland, has been omitted.) There is also a map of the 
Makhnovist region as well as iix  good illustrations, among them the hand
some photograph of Makhno from which a widely distributed Anarchist 
Black Cross poster was made ci few years ago. Unfortunately there is no 
index. Although the book leaves certain questions unanswered and suff
ers from an uncritical approach to its subject, it is a pioneering effort and 
should be read by anyone interested in the libertarian aspects of the 
Russian Revolution.

The recent biography by V ictor Peters, the first book on Makhno in 
English, takes a completely d:fferent approach. It is the work of an 
American professor, the son of a  Mennonite Fa-mer from the G ulyai-  
Polye region and author of a previous book on the Hutterites that is one 
of the standa-d works on the subject. By compa-Tson, however, his book 
on Mokhno is disappointing. It is much too short to provide an adequate 
narrative and analysis, and it conHiras little  that is new, apart from 
some anecdota* details obtained from correspondence and interviews with 
Ukrainian Emigres in North America and Western Europe. Peters, unac
countably, has neglected some of the most basic sources on Makhno, 
such as the journals and proclamations of his movement. On the other 
hand, his narrative is easy to follow (though the writing is undistinguish
ed) and the book is worth reading even if it does not make a substantial 
contribution to scholarship, let alone provide the definitive biography of 
Makhno that we need.

The third book, by contrast, possesses the literary qualities of a novel 
or adventure story. Its author, Malcolm Menzies, writes in the clear 
and vivid style of a good popular biographer. He is more readable than 
either Peters or Arshinov, and bis book deserves a wider audience than 
it has so far received. It is certaraly worthy of publication in the origi
nal English from which the present French edition has been translated.



If provides on interesting psychological portrait of Makhno, with fresh 
insights into his personality ; and apO't from some mi no- errors (that can 
easily be corrected) it is factually accurate. Moreover, it contains 
new materia! both on his youth in Gufyai-Pofye and on his last years in 
Paris (Menzies has looked up Makhno's reminiscences in Sebastian 
Faure's journal Le Libertaire, as well as talking to everyre he could find 
in Paris who knew Mckhno).

But Menzies's interpretations of Makhno's character do not always ring 
true. He exaggerates Makhno's peasant primitivenessT his jealousy and 
dislike of intellectuals, his despotism and lust for power and glory. De
tailed research into the Russian and Ukrainian as well as Y idd ’sh sources 
is essential to clarify these and other controversial aspects of Makhno's 
personality and career. Menzies's lock of these languages presents a 
serious handicap in this respect, though he has gone to the trouble of 
having some of the mo'e important materials translated for him. His 
book, while it does contain new insights and information, makes no pre
tence of being an original work of scholarship. It lacks a proper biblio
graphy and proper documentation. To a considerable extent it is a syn
thesis -  an able and w ell-w ritten synthesis -  of Arshinov, Voline, 
Footman, and a few other works. For all its virtues, a longer and more 
exhaustive study, based on a thorough examination of the sources, is 
what is needed most at this time.

§
What might a definitive biography of Makhno concern tha* has been in

adequately dealt with in previous works ?  The present essay can provide 
only a few hints. In the first p lace , it would have to come to grips with 
the very question of Makhno’s ana-chism. According to Emma Goldman, 
Mckhno's objective was to establish libertarian society in the south that 
would serve as a model for the whole of Russia. Interestingly enough, 
Trotsky once noted that he and Lenin had toyed with the idea of allotting 
a piece of territory to Makhno for this purpose, but the project foundered 
when fighting broke out between the anarchist guerrillas and the Bolshe
vik forces in the U kraine. But was Makhno in fact a true anarchist or 
merely another "primitive rebel" from the southern frontier, harking back 
to Stenka Razin and Emelian Pugachev with their vision of Cossack fede
ralism and raugh-and-ready democracy ?  The answer is that he was both. 
No- is there any contradiction, for the Cossack-peasant rebellions of the 
17th and 18th centuries possessed a strong egalitarian and anti-statist 
character, their participants mounting an all-out attack upon the nobility 
and bureaucracy and rega-ding the sta*e as an evil tyranny which tramp
led upon popular freedoms. Makhno's ana-chtsm was entirely compatible 
with these sentiments and with peasant aspirations in g 2 n era I . The peas
ants wanted rhe land and -hen to be left alone by gentry, o fficia ls, tax- 
collectors, recruiting-sergeants, and a ll externa! agents of authority, 
replacing them with a society of "free toTlers" who, as the villagers put 
it, would "set to work to the tune of free and joyous song".

In this sense, Makhno was the very incarnation of peasant anarchism, 
the partisan leader in closest touch with the most cherished hopes and 
feelings oc the v illag e . He was, in George Woodcok's description, "an 
ana-chrst Robin Hood", a fam ilia- figure in other peasant and artisan 
societies, notably Spa: n and Italy, where anarchism also struck lasting 
roots and won a sizeable following. (In M exico, too, he had his 
counterparts in Emiliano Zapata and Ricardo Flores Magon.) He was a 
modem Razin o- Pugachev come to rescue the poor from their oppressors 
and to grant them land and liberty. As in the past, his movement arose 
in the southern borderlands and was d: recfred against the wealthy and 
powerful. Makhno, wrote Alexander Berkman, "became the avenging 
angel of the low ly, and presently he was looked jpon as the great liber
ate'*, whose coming had been prophesied by Pugachev in his dying 
moments".

Following the example of his predecessors, Makhno expropriated the 
landlords, removed the o ffic ia ls , established a Cossack-style "republic" 
in the steppe, and was revered by his followers as their batko, their 
good fa th er. He called  on the peasants to rise against the "golden 
epaulettes" of Wrangel and Denikin and to fight for free soviets and 
communes. At the same time he opposed the "Communists and commis
sars" just as Razin and Pugachev had opposed the "boyars and o ffic ia ls" . 
The Bolsheviks, fo- their part, denounced him as a "bandit", the epithet 
with which Moscow Sad maligned its guerrilla opponents since the seven
teenth century. Furthermore, the same legends arose about Mckhno as 
about Razin and Pugachev. As his wife told Emma Goldman, "there 
grew up among the country folk the belief that Makhno was invincible  
because he had never been wounded during a ll the years of warfare in

spite of his p ractice  of a lw ays personaUy leading evory ch a rg e".
There was, however, an important difference, Unlike Rozin and 

Pugachev, and unlike his contemporary "atamans" in tho Ukraine,
Makhno was motivated by a specific anarchist ideology. Throughout 
his life he proudly wore the anarchist label as a mark of his unmitigated 
opposition to authority. As early as 1906, as a lad of 17, he joined an 
Anarchist-Communist group in his native town of G u lya i-P o lye . His 
understanding oF anarchism matured during his nine years in Butyrki pri
son, under the tutelage of Peter Arshinov, and was further deepened by 
his contact with Voline, Aaron Baron, and other anarchist intellectuals 
who joined his movement during the C iv il W ar. O f the older theorists, 
his main source of inspiration was Kropotkin, to whom he made a pilgri
mage in 1918 after helping to distribute The Conquest of Bread in Mos
cow, an encounter movingly described irTFis memoirs. He also strongly 
admired Bakunin, and the stream of leaflets and proclamations which 
issued from Sis camp often bore a Bakuninist flavour.

Makhno's ana-chism, however, was not confined to propaganda, im
portant though this was to win new adherents. On the contrary,
Makhno was a man of action who, even while preoccupied with military 
campaigns, sought to put his anarchist theories into practice. His first 
act on entering a town (after throwing open the prisons) was to dispel 
any impression that he had como to introduce a new form of political 
rule. Announcements were posted informing the local inhabitants that 
they were now free to organize their lives as they saw fit , that his Insur
gent Army would not "dictate to them or order them to do anything".
Free speech, press, and assembly were proclaimed, although Makhno 
would not countenance organizations that sought to impose political 
authority, and be therefore dissolved the Bolshevik revolutionary com
mittees,. instructing their members to "take up some honest trade".

m

Makno's aim was to throw off domination of every type and to encour
age economic and socia' self-determination. "It is up to the workers 
and peasants, " said one of his proclamations in 1919, "to organize 
themselves and reach mutual understandings in all areas of their lives 
and in whatever manner they think right. " W«rh his active suppoH, 
anarchistic communes were organized, each with about a dozen house
holds totalling a hundred to three hundred members; and if few of th* 
participants considered themselves outright anarchists, they nevertheless 
operated the communes on the basis of full equality and accepted 
Kropotkin's principle of mufrua1 aid as their fundamental tenet. Regional 
congresses of peasants and workers allotted each commune tools and 
livestock confiscated from the nobility and as much land as its members 
were able to cultivate without hiring additional labour. That the first 
such commune should have been named in honour of Rosa Luxemburg, 
an anti-authoritarian Marxist and recent martyr in the German Revolu
tion, is a reflection of Makhno's undoctrinaire approach to revolution
ary theory and practice.

In Sis attempts to reconstruct society along libertarian lines, Makhno 
also encouraged experiments in workers' self-management whenever the 
occasion offered. For example, when the railway workers of Aleksand- 
rovsk complained that they had not been paid for many weeks, he ad
vised them to take control of the railroad and charge the users what 
seemed a fair price for their services. Such projects, however, were 
of limited success, though they call for a closer examination by histori
ans. For Makhno found little  time to implement his economic pro
grammes. He was forever on the move. His army was a "republic on 
psasanfr-ca-ts", as Voline described it, and "as alw ays, the instability  
of the situation prevented positive work".

In the Ukraine in 1918/20, as in Spain in 1936/39, the libertarian 
experiment was conducted amid conditions of c iv il strife, economic 
dislocation, and political and military repression, and was thus unable 
to endure. But not for want of trying, nor from any lack of devotion to 
anarchism. Through all Makhno's campaigns a large black flag , the 
classic symbol of anarchy, floated at the head of his army, embroidered 
with the slogans "Liberty or Death" and "The Land to the Peasants, the 
Factories to the Workers". Makhno and his advisers even made plans to 
establish anarchist schools modelled on Ferrer's experiments in Spain, 
arvd would have carried them out had the situation permitted.

In ons a-ea, however, Mckhno made significant compromises with his 
libertarian principles. As a military leader he was compelled to inaugu
rate a form of conscription in order to replenish his forces, and he is 
known on occasion to have imposed strict measures of military d iscipline,

* m  +.|T ,
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including summary executions. His violent tendencies, somo maintain, 
were accentuated ay bouts with alcohol. Vollno emphasizes Makhno's 
drinking and carousing nature, and Victor Serge describes him os "booz
ing, swashbuckling, disorderly and Idealistic". Hostile observers have 
even compared him to a Chinese warlord, Insisting that his army was 
libertarian only in name. This, however, is not a 4rue picture. For 
while military considerations inevitably clashed with Makhno's anarch
istic doctrines, his army was more popular both In organization and soc
ial composition than ony other fighting force of his day.

By oil accounts Makhno was a military leader of outstanding ability 
and courage. His achievement in organizing an a-my and conducting an 
effective and prolonged campaign Is, apart from some of the successes of 
the Spanish anarchists in 1936/39, unique in the history of anarchism.
He inherited a good deal of the Cossack tradition of independent milit
ary communities in the South and of their resentment of government en- 
corachments. His guerrilla tactics of ambush and surprise were both a 
throwback to the Russian rebels of the past and an anticipation of the 
methods of combat lately employed in China, Cuba, and Vietnam. But 
how critical were his efforts in saving the Revolution from the Whites ?  
Voline flatly asserts that "the honour of having annihilated the Denikin- 
ist counter-revolution in the autumn oc 1919 belongs entirely to the 
Makhnovist Insurgent Army". David Footman writes more modestly that 
"there is some justification for the claim that Peregonovka was one of 
the decisive battles of the C ivil War in the south". In any case, the 
importance of the battle is clearly beyond dispute.

raiding a Jewish town, and a soldier mot the so mo fote moroly for dis
playing a poster with the stock anti-Semitic formula, "Beat the Jews, 
Save Russia I" Makhno denounced Ataman Grigoriev for his pogroms 
and had him shot. Had Makhno been guilty of the accusations against 
him, surely the Jewish anarchists In his camp would hove broken with 
his movement and raised their voices in protest. The samo Is true of 
Alexander Berkman, Emma Goldman, and others who wore in Russia at 
the time or of Sholem Schwartzbard, Voline, Ida Mott, Sonya Floshin, 
and Mol lie Steiner in Paris during the 1920s, Far from criticizing 
Makhno as an anti-Semite, they defended him against the campaign of 
slander which persisted from all sides.

Finally, the lost years of Makhno1? life deserve fuller treatment than 
they have so for received from the historians. Of all the writers to 
date, Malcolm Menzies has provided the most saf?sfactocy account of 
this period, yet even he has not told the full and dramatic story of 
Makhno's escape across the Dniester, his internment in Russia, his . 
escape to Poland, his arrest, trial, and acquittal, his flight to Danzig, 
renewed imprisonment and final escape (a;ded by Alexander Berkman 
and other comrades in Europe), and his ultimate sanctuary in Paris, 
where ho lived out the last ten years oe his life in obscurity, poverty , 
and disease, an Antaeus cut off from the soil which might have replen
ished his strength. He had always hated the "poison" of big cities, 
cherishing the natural environment in which he was bom. How ironic 
that he should be destined to end his days in a great foreign capital, 
working in an automobile factory, a restless consumptive for whom drink

demnod discrimination of any sort, and punishmonts for anti-Somitlc octs 
u/ArA swift and severe : one trooo commander was summarily shot after

Makhno, in short, was a thoroughgoing anarchist who practised what 
he preached in so far as conditions permitted. A down-to-earth peasant, 
he was not a man of words, not a phrase-maker or orator, but a lover of 
action who rejected metaphysical systems and abstract social theorizing^ 
When he came fro Moscow in June 1918, he was disturbed by the atmos
phere of "paper revolution" among the anarchists as well as the Bolshev
iks. Anarchist intellectual like Borovoi, Roshchin, and Gordon struck 
him as men of books rather than deeds, mesmerized by their own words 
and lacking the will to fight for their ideals. Nevertheless, he respect
ed them for their learning and idealism and later sought their assistance 
in teaching his peasant followers the fundamentals of anarchist doctrine.

Makhno's anti-intellectual streak was shared by his mentor Arshinov, 
a self-educated workman from the Ukraine like his pupil. Arshinov, 
however, went further. In his History of the Mokhnovist Movement he 
not only criticizes the Bolsheviks as a new ruling closs of intellectuals, 
a theory first put forward by Bakunin, developed by Mochajski, and re
stated during the Revolution by MaximofF and other ana-chist writers, 
but he expresses contempt for anarchist intellectuals as w ell, calling 
them more theorists who .never took affirmative action but who "slept 
through" events of unparalleled Tisfrorical significance, abandoning the 
field to the authoritarians. This goes far fro explain his O rganizational 
Platform of 1926, which criticizes do-nothing intellectuals and' calls 
for effective organization and action.

This brings us to the vexed question of Makhno's a'leged onti-Semitisrrv 
which future biographers must subject to ca-eful scrutiny. Charges of 
Jew-ba’ting and anti-Jewish pogroms have come from every quarter, 
Lect, Right and Centre. Wirhout exception, however, they a-e based 
on hearsay, rumour, o- intentional slander, and remain undocumented 
a id  unproved. The Soviet propaganda machine was at part’ rula- pains 
to malign Makhno as an ordinary bandit and pogro.mist. But after pains 
-taking research, Elias Tcherikower, an eminent Jewish histo'ian and 
authority on anti-Semitism in the Ukraine, concludes that the number of 
anti-Jewish acts committed by the Mokhnovists was "negligible" in com
parison with those committed by other combatants in the C ivil War, the 
Red Army not excepted.

provided meagre relief.
Yet he never lost his passion for anarchism, never abandoned the 

movement to which he had dedicated his life . He attended anarchist 
meetings (frequenting the Jewish "Autodidact" Club — strange behavi
our for a pogromist I), defended the Organizational Platfo-m of his old 
old comrade Arshinov, and mingled with anarchists from all over the 
world, including a group of Chinese students and also Durruti and 
Ascamo, whom he regaled with his adventures in the Ukraine and of
fered his help when the moment for their own struggle should a-rive. 
While death intervened to prevent this, it is of great interest that a 
number of veterans of his Insurgent Army did in fact go to fight in the 
Durruti column in 1936. How fitting, then, that the Spanish comrades 
should have provided financial assistance when Makhno lay mortally ill 
with tuberculosis .

Mckhno's final moments a-e movingly imagined in Malcolm Menzies's 
book. In July 1934 Makhno, 44 yea-s old, is lying at death's door in 
a Paris hospital. Overcome by fever, he lapses into semi-consciousness 
ond dreams his last dream, a dream of his beloved countryside, of the 
open steppe covered with snow, crisp and white, a bright sun in an 
azure sky, and Nestor Ivanovich seated an his horse, moving in slow 
motion towards a cluster of mounted comrades waiting in the distance, 
w.ho touch their caps in greeting at his approach. Time passes, the 
seasons change, spring arrives, Germina1, the rebirth of hope, a land
scape of green, the smell of fresh earth, a murmuring stream, and a 
fleeting, all too fleeting, glimpse of freedom. And then eternal sil
ence. Makhno's body was cremated and the ashes interred in the Pere- 
Lachaise Cemetery, no?* fa- from the mass grave of the Paris Communards
who were massacred there in 1871. . . . . . .Paul Avrica.
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On the other hand, there is plenty of evidence that Makhno did all in 
his power to counteract any anti-Semitic tendencies among his followers. 
Moreover, a considerable number of Jews took part in the Makhnovist 
movement. Some, like Voline and Baron, were intellectuals who served 
on the Cultural-Educational Commission, wrote his manifestos and edited 
his journals, but the great majority fought in the ranks of the Insurgent 
Army, either in special detachments of Jewish artillery or infantry or 
else within the regular partisan units, alongside peasants ond workers of 
Ukrainian, Russian, and other national origin. Mckhno personally co.i-
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If Mfe Were Under Siege
A SUBSTANTIAL degree of self-suffici- 
ehcy is something a politically and eco
nomically libertarian society, especial
ly if under siege, would find eminently 
desirable and the ways in which it could 
be achieved deserve careful study*

The New Scientists 19 March confer
ence on the pcs sibility of self-sufficien
cy in Britain was therefore to be wel
comed even though participants seemed . 
anxious to stress theii* adherence to the 
(somewhat obscure) high principles of 
International trade, as though a heavily 
trading nation were in itself something 
to rejoice e*rer; while a Cambridge 
economist went out of his way to em
phasise that he saw "no economic argu
ment at a ll for recommending the volun
tary adoption of a policy of maximal 
self-reliance11.

•

There are, though, plenty of political, 
social and environmental ones (conserve  
ation of energy and avoidance of waste 
would be essential to greater self-su f
ficiency) and the conclusions of the con
ference were pleasantly optimistic.
Among them were that self-sufficiency 
in food could be attained by reducing 
the purebeef herd to a third (good news 
for the anti-carniverous if not the 
strictly vegetarian) and increasing the

OUB previous issue (29 March, p. 2 of 
first section) contained an article.on  
squatting in London. People involved 
in the Corfield Road (East London) squat 
here give a fuller account of the incid
ents we reported. Introduced with this 
brief outline of the background:

#
COUNCILS rather than private land
lords figure in Tower Hamlets squatt
ing, as the Greater London Council and 
Tower Hamlets Council have almost to
tal responsibility for housing in the 
borough, where less than 20% of it is 
privately let -  compared with more 
than one-half in other London boroughs. 
Tnis means that as there is very little 
housing on the market at any price, 
people coming into the area are virtu
ally forced to squat while waiting for 
council housing. The GLC is particu
larly  vulnerable to squatting in other 
areas also, a6 most of their stock is 
concentrated in inner London -  Isling
ton, Hackney, Southwark, Lambeth - 
where housing is scarcest.

There is irony in the G L C 'b phrase 
<rSmash-and-grab squatters11, as coun
cil workmen and sub-contractors have 
needlessly smashed thousands of
usable houses,

• • «
IN A U G U ST, 1974, ! juotters from the 
“Faceless Homeless" oi janization moved into 
Sumner House in Bow l East London). They 
had been trying for mo iths to persuade 
Tower Hamlets Council to give them one of 
the many near-empty i locks in the borough.

As soon as the counc I realized what was 
happening they sent ir council workmen to 

. smash up the remaining empty flats in the 
block. However some were saved and some 
repaired, so there are now over 50 flats

dairy herd for. milk by 30 per cent; by 
releasing two million acres of perman
ent pasture for use of soft wheats for 
flour, etc.; by massive concentration 
on sugar beet factories, creameries, 
oil seed and potato processing plants, 
etc ., and by increasing cereal crops. 
Organic refuse and effluents could be 
recycled by fermentation and other 
natural processes to produce both food 
resources (soya for animals I) and en
ergy. Solar heat as well as wind, 
wave and tidal power could be better 
exploited while self-sufficiency in con
struction materials and in many chem
ical products would also be possible.
In short, we might have to go without 
pate de foie gras and escargots, ivory 
and leopard skins, the tea that is so 
cheaply and diligently provided for us 
by the starving Ceylonese, the sugar, 
the spice and all the things nice, but, 
say the scientists, it could be done 
even if, you will excuse us for saying 
so, we find it a rather silly sort of 
goal to aim at. . .

The strangest argument against self- 
sufficiency is the frequent one that it 
would be bad for international relationa 
Yet a brief look at history (not to men
tion recent squabbles over butter 
mountains and win§ lakes and potential,

SQUATTERS’
lived in by squatters.

In February the council took the Sumner 
House squatters to the High Court and got 
possession of 53 flats. The council's barrister 
had not been fully Informed of the council's 
discussions with the Sumner House squatters, 
and In the confusion when evidence of this 
was produced, ogreed that the council would 

. (1) inform Sumner House well in advance of 
commencement of the rebuilding, (2) would 
not evict until the flats were needed for the 
work, and (3) would rehouse everybody in 
the best suitable accommodation (not hotels).

As the council have not yet got Department 
of the Environment planning permission to a l
ter the structure of the building, and as the 
Department of the Environment is theoretically 
in favour of housing co-ops, there is some 
hope for the squat. Already much work has 
been done by the co-op. The council want to 
spend £ 645,800 on rebuilding (and their re
building budget has been slashed by over 
40 per cent I) .

This 'failure? in court, coupled with the oc
cupation by squatter? of flat? In Corfield Street, 
alarmed and angered the all-Labour council. 
Faced with the prospect of people taking con
trol of their own lives at great saving to their 
fellow ratepayers, the council lashed out. 
Councillor Beasley -  leader of the council -  
sard "We are very anxious about the problem 
/ o f  squatting7* The majority of councillor? 
in this chamCer are Cockneys with hearts of 
gold. But we are not going to be taken for a 
ride. We have had enough of it , and we are 
bloody well not going to have any more." He

genocido over dwindling natural res 
ources) suffices to amply substantiate 
the opposite argument, apart from the 
greater moral freedom in international 
relations that it would allow.

Schumacher has already pointed out 
the absurdity of much of our present 
import-export activities and it is, for 
instance, a fact that live animals are 
deported from here as far as Egypt 
simply to be chopped up and sent back 
in tins. (By the way, it will be rem
embered that the export of live anim
als for slaughter was cynically re 
sumed in January after a short ban to 
appease popular opinion that had been 
roused on the extreme brutality, and 
often, length, of journey conditions , 
when many .perish en route ; but it is
of course a lucrative business and all• •
contributes to the universal brother
hood of man!)

At any rate, although Dr. Walter 
Marshall, F ,R . £>. , chief scientist at 
the Department of Energy and director 
of the U. K. Atomic Energy Authority's 

. Harwell research establishment, may 
treat self-sufficiency for Britain as "a  
remote academic dream that I w ill not 
bother to think about11, a few crackpot 
anarchists might well agree to differ, 
and think about it seriously in the con
text of a not so remote new society.

G. P.

STORY
• •

also said the council w ill always use the High 
Court rather than the County Court in future -  
despite the expense - and that they would 
press for a change in the law making squatting 
a criminal'offence^ Your friendly local Lab
our council sees eye to eye with the Tories yet 
again.

Beasley implied that squatters contributed to 
the housing problem - this in o borough with 
8,000 on the rehousing list, many homeless not 
on it, and 3,000 houses empty 1

V A N D A L I S M
The council followed up this statement with 

the actions against the Corfiefd squat.
Since January 1975 over 30 flats in o 90-  

flat block have been squatted. This block is 
one of four blocks (250 flats) in Corfield Street 
and the next street, Finis Street, that the 
council have been emptying over the last five  
year?. As soon as the squatter? moved in the 
council rushed through a demolition decision 
(February 11), and a £ 76,000 demolition con
tract with Squib'os & Davies, Ltd. Demolition 
on a block in Finis Street started with unprece
dented speed, on February 17th.

About 6 p .m . on Wednesday, 19 February, 
over 25 demolition men descended on Corfield 
Street and began smashing up the flat? on two 
staircases (20 flats) that hadn't been squatted 
yet, and all the next building (80 flats). A  
squatter who tried to 'phone the press was 

k hauled out of the phonebox by three men. The 
Bethnal Green police station -  300 yards away 
-  took an hour to send someone. Sinks, win- i• •

Continued on Page 8



Through the Anarchist Press
E C O L O G Y

T H E  February, jl975 issue of the 
American magazine Liberation (once 
edited by Paul Goodman) contains an 
important article by Murray Bo ok chin 
entitled: "Energy, ’Ecotechnology', 
and Ecology".

The main thrust of Bookchin's argu
ment is directed against the tendency 
to envisage the use of ‘alternative’ 
technology on a massive scale as a pos
sible way out of the energy/pollution 
crisis. In his view, the essential and 
radical content of alternative technology 
is its diversity and adaptability; the 
fact that very different techniques and 
mixes of techniques can be used to suit 
one particular situation; that the opera
tion can be kept local and on a small 
scale so long as radical changes are 
made in the management of everyday 
life with power being returned to small 
units with "a direct grasp of a compre
hensible e cotechnology".

The philosophical underpinning of this 
is the development of an "ecological 
sensibility" in opposition to the Prome
thean/Faustian spirit which has culmin
ated in the present explosion of techo- 
logy and growth for their own sakes. It 
is only by the development o: this spirit 
that present-day "eco-freaks" will be 
aole to prevent themselves from becom* 
ing obsessed with technique and thus 
vulneraole to incorporation in govern
mental agencies or multinational com
panies.

•  m  — •

THE MU LTT NATIONALS

Crecita Politica,the anarchist publi
shing house located in Florence, have 
recently added to their impressive list 
(which includes the first volume of Leo
nardo BettinPs massive "Bibliografia 
dell' Anarchismo”) a discussion-docu
ment on the "restructuring of capitalism 
and the class struggle". This pamphlet, 
written (in Italian) by six named authors, 
traces the developments of the internati
onal politics of the super-powers, and of 
multinational corporations in the energy 
sector, in the post Second World War 
period. The same theme is taken up by 
an article in the Feoruary 1975 issue 
of Front JLiber taire (the monthly of the 
French O. R. A , ), entitled "the comedy 
of petrol or the manoeuvres 0f capital".

The growth of massive companies 
has, of course, been taking place with
in countries as well as internationally, 
principally as a result of large-scale 
state intervention and a further section 
of the Crescita Politlca pamphlet 
deals with such developments in Italy 
in the past 30 years.

A complementary article appears in 
the March 1975 issue of A-Rlvista An- 
archica, dealing with the struggle bet
ween the potentates of state capitalism 
and private capitalism in Italy, not so 
much for profit as for power. The 
article is concerned with the rise of a 
new elite, which it calls the "techno
bureaucracy", who treat economics as

part of o power game. It is a salient 
characteristic of the protagonists of 
the article (entitled "Cefis , per esem- 
io") such as Gianni Agnelli, Michele 
Sindona, Leonardo Pirelli, and Cefis 
himself, to treat their fellow human 
beings as so many units of production 

land consumption (one of the principal 
occupations of civil services these 
days seems to be the collection of 
such managerial statistics) in short, 
as objects.

S A D I S M

And that trait is one indication of the 
sadistic tendency of our technological 
society, exposed by Erich Fromm in 
his book. The Anatomy of Human Des- 
tructiveness. As Mathilde Niel said in 
her long review of the book in Le Mon de 
Libertaire of October 1974 (subsequent 
ly translated into Italian In A-Rivista 
Anarchica , December 197 4): ...le t ’s 
not forget that the destruction of the 
Jews by the Nazis was organised like a 
production line, with recovery of mate
rials and recycling. 'Cybernetic: man' 
is a kind of schizophrenic enclosed in a 
universe of objects, a thinking being 
cut off from affective reality, a man 
who does not experience beings and 
things affectively, with the heart, but

SQU A T TE  R S (continued from P. 7

dow* and lavatories were smashed, but the men 
left after about an Sour.

After they left, forty squatter? invaded the 
Tower Hamlets Council Housing Committee 
meeting that was go?ng on at the time. The 
Committee denied any knowledge of the dem
olition gang's activities. Police arrived 
within minutes of being called this time. A 
lady councillor told squatters there wouldn't 
be such a problem if they didn't have so many 
babies, and advised them to go to a family 
planning clinic I

Another try by the demolition men was 
foiled the next dcr/ when three flats in the

9

path of the wreckers were squatted. In the 
resulting confrontation, and with the press 
present, the police and council told the dem
olition men to stay out of the Corfietd build
ing.

Relative peace followed, broken by two 
fires which gutted empty flats in the Corfield 
squat. However, on Mcrch 3rd, the demoli
tion men struck again. They were seen to 
pace out a distance and smash the water main 
with a bulldozer. The same day another 
fire was started. After repair of the main by 
the Water Board it was smashed again. This 
time the board told squatters to see the coun
cil about it. The council said they would 
consider the matter at a meeting. Squatters 
went to the High Court for a writ to order 
the council to supply water under the 1945 
Water Act, but the judge refused to listen to 
the practical details — he wanted a barrister 
type plea with exact quotes of the relevant 
laws.

By the next court opportunity -  March 18th 
- the demolition firm had been forced by the 
council to repair the mains, although there 
was continued harassment, with concrete 
being poured over the main stopcock after 
it had boon turned off.

Stepney Squatter.

In torms of efficiency and productiv
ity. "

S E R A N T I N I

The legalised violence of the state is 
the same in present-day Western demo 
-cracies as it was in Nazi Germany, or 
is in the totalitarian states(Hungary156, 
the "cultural revolution" in .China '67, 
which is now being revealed 4o have 
been a bloodbath), and the sadistic ten
dencies of the concentration camp 
guards are repeated by the Italian pol
ice today. We know about Pine Hi, we 
know about the judiciary's treatment 
of Marini and Valpreda (Valpreda’s 
book. The Valpreda Papers is to be 
published in an English translation by 
Gollancz in July, and Marini's poems, 
Noi foil! e giusti will soon be published 
in Venice by Marsilio Editori), but a 
lesser known anarchist victim of the 
Italian police was Franco Serantini.
On the 5 th May ±972 he took part in a 
protest against the holding, in Pisa, 
of a neo-Fascist election meeting. In 
the course of breaking up the protest, 
ten policemen savagely beat up Seran
tini with the stocks cl their guns. He 
was taken to the local police station, 
refused hospital treatment for his 
wounds, and died the next day of his 
injuries. He was only twenty and 
might quickly have been forgotten had 
it not been for Corrado Stajano, a 
left-wing journalist who has research
ed his life, and brought out a biography 
entitled "II sovversivoM(The Subvers
ive") which tells his story from an un
happy and lonely childhood to his dis
covery of a role in political action. 
There is an interview with Stajano in 
the March issue of A-Rivista Anarch- 
ica.

D. L. M.

f r e e d o m  b o o k s h o p
84B Whitechapel High Street,
Angel Alley, London, E. l.
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next to Wimpy B ar.)
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